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B.2.1 salaries & pension transactions 

No Questions/Checks Yes / No /
N/A / N/V

Comments/References 

1 Has this contract been subject to any ex-post controls or audits 
by IAS / IAC? If yes, analyse any findings reported on this 
payment (see AP B.1.1). 

  

2 Is this transaction included in the register of exceptions? If yes, 
analyse the reasons for this (see AP B.1.1). 

  

I Budget   

3 Identify the budget line of the commitment/payment and the 
financial year of the payment. Does the budget provide for the 
payment? 

(Art 21-22 old FR) (Art 24-25 new FR). 

  

II Budgetary commitment approved in 2013 (new FR/RAP)   

4 The Authorising Officer (AO) was duly empowered and signed 
within the limits of the delegation. 

(Art 56 and 65 new FR, Art 47 RAP). 

  

5 The budgetary commitment is correctly made in the following 
terms (Art 87 new FR): the expenditure charged to the correct 
item and financial year in the budget. 

  

6 Was the ex-ante verification of operational and financial 
aspects carried out by members of staff different than the 
one(s) who initiated the operation and not subordinated to the 
latter (see AP B.1.1)? (Art 66.6 new FR, Art 49 RAP). 

For the purpose of ex-ante verification, a series of similar 
individual transactions relating to routine expenditure on 
salaries, pensions, reimbursement of mission expenses and 
medical expenses may be considered by the AO responsible to 
constitute a single operation. 

  

III Payment made in 2013   

7 The AO was duly empowered and signed within the limits of the 
delegation. 

(Art 56 and 65 new FR, Art 47 RAP). 

  

8 The payment is correctly made in the following terms (Art 89 
new FR and Art 107-108 RAP): 

(a) It was made against the correct budget line and financial 
year, and against the relevant commitment, 

(b) It includes mandatory details set out in Art 108 RAP, 

(c) The payment was made after the budget commitment was 
signed.  
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B.2.1 salaries & pension transactions 

No Questions/Checks Yes / No /
N/A / N/V

Comments/References 

9 The ex-ante verification of operational and financial aspects 
was carried out by members of staff different than the one(s) 
who initiated the operation and not subordinated to the latter 
(see AP B.1.1)? (Art 66.6 new FR, Art 49 RAP). 

  

10 Was the validation of the expenditure ("passed for payment") 
based on supporting documents and taken the due form? (Art 
88 and 89 new FR, Art 100 RAP). 

  

IV a Conformity of the payment with the legal / contractual 
obligations and the supporting documentation: verification 
of the amount paid to the selected individual staff 
(transaction selected by the hit euro) 

  

11 Are the officer's grade, step, and entitlement to individual 
allowances confirmed from a review of relevant documentation 
and decisions on his Personnel File? (Please use the checklist 
salaires.xls or checklist pensions.xls). 

  

12 Is the calculation of the net payment confirmed by AEI's 
"calculator", or the calculator available on the Commission’s 
website or the auditor's manual recalculations? 

  

13 The payment instruction refers to the correct recipient (name 
and bank account). 

  

IV b Conformity of the payment with the legal / contractual 
obligations and the supporting documentation: general 
accounting and reconciliation of totals 

  

14 Do the relevant monthly totals from the NAP lists (or other 
reports including the breakdown of individual payments) 
reconcile with the accounting entries for gross pay, deductions, 
and net pay? 

  

15 Can the Institution justify and follow up the eventual differences 
between payments and accounting entries (e.g. via the 
"balance pour le mois" listing or other similar tools)? 

  

V General   

16 If errors were found by the Institution prior to our audit, were the 
funds paid in excess recovered in due time (recovery by 
repayment, deduction from salary payments or legal action)? 
(Art 80 RAP). 

  

17 Based on the audit work undertaken at this level, do you 
consider that EU funds are not concerned by a suspicion of 
fraud? 

  

18 Are there any other issues to be reported?   

 


